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Abstract. In this paper we present extensions to the Robust Point
Matching framework to improve its ability to handle larger point sets
with greater computational efficiency. While in the past this method-
ology has only been used to register either two-dimensional or small
synthetic three-dimensional data-sets we demonstrate its first success-
ful application on large real 3D data-sets. We apply this methodology
to the problem of forming composite activation maps from functional
magnetic resonance images. In particular we demonstrate the superior
performance of this algorithm to a pure intensity-based registration in
the specific area of the fusiform gyrus. We also demonstrate that the
robustness of this method can be useful in the case where part of the
brain is missing as a result of incorrect image slice specification.

1 Introduction

The nonrigid registration of the brain is a difficult task for which there are many
important applications including comparing shape and function between individ-
uals or groups, developing probabilistic models and atlases, measuring change
within an individual and determining location with respect to a preacquired
image during stereotactic surgery. The detailed comparison and nonrigid regis-
tration of brain images requires the determination of correspondence throughout
the brain and the transformation of the image space according to these corre-
spondences. In fMRI analysis, a key step is the formation of multisubject com-
posite activation maps. Previously, Talairach-type methods [12] have been used
but the limitations of these methods are well known. Nonrigid registration is
necessary to bring the subjects into a common space.

There have been many approaches recently to nonrigid registration, with a
particular emphasis on applications to brain imaging (see the collection [14]).
The brain is of strong interest in neuroscience and neurosurgery and presents
its own challenges. Most commonly, non-linear registration methods use image
intensities to compute the transformation (e.g. [1,6,13,9].) These techniques are
potentially highly accurate but can be susceptible to local minima. In particular,
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the high anatomic variability of the cortex often results in intensity based meth-
ods yielding inaccurate results. Feature based methods have been developed to
overcome such problems (e.g. [3,5,4].) None of these methods, however, is able
to handle large variations in sulcal anatomy, as well as irregular sulcal branching
and discontinuity.

Our proposed new method builds on and extents the robust point matching
framework (RPM). RPM was originally presented in the context of joint estima-
tion of rigid transformations (affine and piecewise-affine) and correspondences
using softassign and deterministic annealing [8]. Developed in an optimization
framework, this previous work models point matching as a linear assignment—
least squares problem. Softassign solves for fuzzy correspondences while enforcing
the one-to-one constraint. Deterministic annealing gradually reduces the fuzzi-
ness of the correspondence in a controlled manner. Progressively refined transfor-
mation parameters are estimated by the resulting alternating update algorithm.
Outliers are indirectly estimated using a robustness control term. The frame-
work was extended to the non-linear registration case by Chui et al [2]. RPM
has only been applied to the non-linear registration case [2] on simulated data
and was hampered by (a) the use of a relatively small number of points and (b)
the lack of outlier rejection, as a result of a clustering scheme used to increase
the actual number of points.

In this paper, we present an extension to the robust point matching algo-
rithm to address both of these issues. We explicitly use the measure of ‘out-
lierness’ estimated in the correspondence stage of this algorithm as a weight in
the transformation estimation step to account for outliers in the template. Ad-
vanced numerical and graphics techniques such as sparse matrices and proper
search strategies are also employed to enable the algorithm to use large numbers
of points, which is important in the context of non-rigid brain registration. We
evaluate our algorithm by testing its ability to form composites of functional
magnetic resonance generated statistical parametric maps in the region of the
fusiform gyrus. This region is especially important in the study of autism.

2 Methods

2.1 A Review of Robust Point Matching

We present here a slightly modified form of the standard RPM methodology as
can be found in Chui and Rangarajan [2]. The registration procedure consists
of two alternative steps: (i) the correspondence estimation step and (ii) the
transformation estimation step. In the following discussion we will label the
reference point set as X and the transform point set as Y . The goal of the
registration is to estimate the transformation G : X �→ Y . We will label Gk the
estimate of G at the end of iteration k. G0 is the starting transformation which
can be the identity transformation.
Correspondence Estimation: Given the point sets X and Y we estimate the
match matrix M , where Mij is the distance metric between points Gk(Xi) and
Yj . The standard distance metric is defined as:
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Mij =
1√
2πT 2

e
−|Gk(Xi)−Yj |2

2T2 (1)

where |Xi − Yj | is the Euclidean distance between points Xi and Yj and T is
the temperature term that controls the fuzziness of the correspondence. If the
correspondence problem is to be thought of as a linear assignment problem, the
rows and columns of M must sum to 1. The framework is further extended to
handle outlier points by introducing an outlier column C and an outlier row R.
Ci is a measure of the degree of ‘outlierness’ of a point in the reference point
set Xi and Rj is the same for a point in the transform point set Yj . C and R
are initialized with constant values and then using an iterative procedure [8] the
values of M , C and R are normalized such that:

∀i :
∑

j

Mij + Ci = 1, and ∀j :
∑

i

Mij + Rj = 1

Once the normalization is completed we can compute the correspondence as
follows. Let Vi be the corresponding point to Xi and wi the confidence in the
match. Then Vi is defined as a normalized weighted sum of the points Yj where
the weights are the elements of the match matrix M .

Vi = (
∑

j

MijYj)/(
∑

j

Mij), and wi = (
∑

j

Mij) = 1 − Ci (2)

Note that a point that has a high value in the outlier column C will have low
confidence and vice-versa.

Transformation Estimation: This is simply achieved by a regularized weighted
least squares fit between Xi and Vi as follows:

Gk =
argmin

g

∑

i

wi(g(Xi) − Vi)2 + f(T )S(g) (3)

where S(g) is a regularization functional (e.g. bending energy function) weighted
by a function of the temperature f(T ). This last weighting term is used to
decrease the regularization as we approach convergence.

Deterministic Annealing Framework: The alternating estimation of M and G is
performed in a deterministic annealing framework. Starting with a high value
of T corresponding to a rough estimate of the maximum mis-alignment distance
we first estimate M , and then G. Then T is decreased by multiplying it with an
annealing factor and the process is repeated until T becomes sufficiently small.

2.2 Extensions to RPM

Extending the Correspondence to Use Labeled Points: In the original
RPM framework all points are treated equally. However, we would like to ensure
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that a point originating on for example a given sulcus does not get mapped to a
different sulcus. By adding labels to the points X, Y , we divide the points into
groups and restrict correspondence accordingly. Using the label information we
modify equation 1 to yield:

Mij = δ(L(Xi) − L(Yj))
1√
2πT 2

e
−|Gk(Xi)−Yj |2

2T2 (4)

where L(Xi) is the label of point Xi and δ() is the delta function.

Improving Computational Efficiency: Previous uses of the RPM framework
to estimate non-linear transformations have been limited by computational con-
straints. In particular the number of points used could no exceed about 200
which is clearly not adequate for estimating non-linear brain registrations. Us-
ing clustering techniques [2] the number of points could be as high as 2000,
but this extension resulted in the loss of the ability to handle outliers. In this
section we describe the key steps involved in making RPM a robust computa-
tionally efficient technique suitable for estimating non-rigid registrations using
appropriately large numbers of points.

Correspondence Estimation: If the number of points to be used is large the size
of the matrix M gets prohibitively large. For example in a case where each point
set consists of 10000 points storing M requires ≈ 400 MB of RAM. Further the
algorithm will need to evaluate equation (4) 108 times. By observation, however,
only a small fraction of the elements of M have significant values (rarely more
than 2-3%). Hence by using (i) a fast searching technique to identify only those
points Yi that are closer to a point Xi than a threshold (typically < 3∗T resulting
in Mij > 0.001) and (ii) a sparse matrix representation for the matrix M itself,
we reduce the memory and computational requirements of the correspondence
estimation from O(p2) to O(p), where p is the size of the point sets.

Transformation Estimation: We have selected a free-form deformation (FFD)
model [9] to parameterize the transformation. The control points of the FFD
model, unlike the thin-plate spline model [2], exert only a local influence on
the transformation. Further, the points in the point set X that are influenced
by a given control point are the same during the estimation process and hence
computing gradients as part of the minimization of equation 3 with respect to
different control point locations can be achieved by only computing the fitting
term for only those points in X that are influenced by this change.

3 Experimental Results

We have tested our extended RPM-based registration algorithm in the chal-
lenging problem of forming composite activation maps from functional magnetic
resonance data (fMRI). In particular we focus on visual processing that involve
face recognition that activates the fusiform gyrus [10]. The fusiform is of partic-
ular importance in the study of autism.
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Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing: For a set of 10 normal controls, we ac-
quired both anatomical (3D) images and fMRI data at 1.5T using standard pro-
tocols in use at the Yale Child Study Center [10]. In particular the activations
were derived using contrast from complex visual tasks. The activations were es-
timated using locally developed software and mapped to the three-dimensional
anatomical images using a rigid-registration procedure [11]. For each subject we
extracted: (i) the outer cortical surface using a quick approximate brain strip-
ping procedure and sampled each outer surface to about 4000-4500 points and
(ii) the bounding sulci of the left and fusiform gyri using manual delineation. By
accurately delineating the fusiform, we can expect to achieve better registration
of this functionally active area. There were about 300-400 points on each sulcus
yielding a total point set size for each subject of 5500-6500 points (depending
on brain size). The points were labeled to identify their surface of origin.

Registration Methodology: Composite activations were formed by registering the
point sets using our proposed algorithm and a non-linear intensity based algo-
rithm [9]. Both algorithms used the same FFD model for the transformation,
hence the estimated transformations had approximately the same degrees of
freedom. For the modified RPM algorithm, we use a starting temperature of
10mm and progressively reduced this to about 1mm by successive factors of
0.8. We first estimated an affine transformation (using the same framework) and
then restarted the algorithm using the affine estimate as a starting point. The
bspline-FFD transformation was set to have control points spaced at 15mm,
which was approximately the same as for the intensity-based algorithm. 1

Robustness Results: In this first example, we demonstrate the ability of the point-
based algorithm to deal with outliers. The original images are shown in figure
1(left–a) and (left–b). Note that the transform image is missing part of the head
(at the edges) as the head volume did not fit in the standard slice specifications
(the 3D images were acquired in a sagittal orientation.) The warped brain using
the intensity based method is shown in figure 1(left–c). Note the significant
distortion at both the extreme left and right portions of the brain. To perform
the point based registration, we first construct a point model of the brain shown
in figure 1(right–a). In the case of the second brain, the outer surface has a
hole as a result of the missing structure, as shown in figure 1(right–b). The
corresponding portion of the brain surface from the reference brain is treated
as an outlier by the algorithm and does not enter into the computation of the
registration, resulting in a substantial reduction of the mis-registration artifact
as shown in figure 1(right–c).

fMRI Composite Results: The functional data from all subjects was processed
by indvidual [10]. The statistical parametric maps (t-maps) from each subject
were warped into a common space using the estimated transformations from
the registration procedures and then averaged to form composite maps. A key
1 Our implementation of this is based on the vtkCISG toolkit by Thomas Harkens
(see http://image-registration.com.) We used standard parameters with the ex-
ception of the control point spacing.
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Fig. 1. Left: Registration artifacts with intensity-based method. (a) and (b)
Reference and transform images respectively. Note that the transform image is missing
part of the head close to the ears. (c) Registration result using intensity-based method.
Note the large distortions (inside the red circles). Right: Robustness of Point-
based method. For the same subjects as figure 1.(a) Point-set used for point-based
registration. (b) Close-up on outer surface of the transform image showing the hole
in the outer surface. (c) point-based registration result (transform image warped to
match reference image) showing absence of distortion.

Fig. 2. Improved
fMRI composite
activations using
point-based matching.
(Top) Objects vs faces
with different expres-
sions and (Bottom)
Faces vs Objects.
The fusiform gyrus
is activated as part
of the recognition
process yielding nega-
tive activations (top,
purple-low to blue-
high) and positive
activations (bottom
red-low to yellow-
high). Note especially
that the activations
in the area of the
left fusiform gyrus
(shown on the right)
are significantly big-
ger, reflecting better
registration.
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Fig. 3. Improved registration in the region of
the fusiform. In the middle row we show sin-
gle slice from the anatomical reference image
with the area of the fusiform gyri zoomed in to
the left and right. Top row : composite (aver-
age intensity) anatomical images produced us-
ing the intensity based method, and bottom
row: composite anatomical images produced us-
ing our point-based method. Note the improved
contrast in the composites produced by the
point based method. In particular note that the
white matter inside the fusifrom gyrus is com-
pletely blurred in the intensity-based compos-
ite whereas it is less blurred in the point-based
composite.

limitation in using fMRI composites as an evaluation of registration accuracy is
the generally low resolution of the fMRI data (in our case 3.125× 3.125× 9mm)
compared to the anatomical data (1.17×1.17×1.20mm). Further, unfortunately,
in our case the fMRI data was pre-smoothed prior to the computation of the
statistical parametric maps further reducing the effective resolution. Nonetheless,
from the composites shown in figure 2, it can be seen that the point-based
method demonstrates superior performance especially in the case of the left
fusiform gyrus (shown in the right in the images). We assume that the method
that yields larger regions of significant activations is more accurate as it more
successfully pools data from different subjects.

We present results for two different composite activation maps. The maps
created by both point-based and intensity based methods are identically thresh-
olded. In particular note that in figure 2(top) the activation focus on the left
fusiform has a core of higher value (blue) compared to the periphery (purple)
whereas the intensity-based composite has only a smaller lower value (purple)
activation area. The point based method also yields larger regions of significant
activation for the second task shown in figure 2(bottom), in the left fusiform
gyrus. In addition, in figure 3 we show the results for the average anatomical
images showing improved registration in the regions of the fusiform gyri.

4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that a robust-point based technique can achieve im-
proved fMRI composite activation maps as compared to more standard (and
more automatic) intensity-based method. There are two general methods in use
for generating multi-subject fMRI statistics. The general registration approach
uses intensities only (e.g. SPM [7]) where anatomical variability such as in the
shape of the fusiform gyrus is dealt with by blurring the images with a large
Gaussian kernel. This blurring effect has the unwanted effect of reducing the
effective resolution of the fMRI data. The alternative method, which is far more
labor intensive, uses region of interest analysis (ROI) to outline regions of inter-
est and compute statistics in these anatomically identified regions. Our method
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can be seen as a trade-off between the two approaches were the ROIs are used
to influence the registration process, allowing voxelwise statistical measures.

In the future, we plan to combine the intensity-based and robust point-
based approaches. A key challenge is how to take advantage of the ability of
the intensity-based methods to register sub-cortical structures without compro-
mising the ability of the robust-point matching methods to reject outliers (caused
by large anatomical differences) in the cortical regions.
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